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The effect of depolarizing collisions on the shape of the spectrum in the quadratic Stark effect and 
the anomalous Zeeman effect is considered. It is shown that collisions may result in the merging 
(collapse) of allowed spectrum components. It is established that exchange between Stark and Zeeman 
components can be observed by analyzing the structure of the Lamb dip. An additional central dip 
is found. Methods are indicated for the experimental determination of the collisional relaxation 
constants and the Stark and Zeeman structure parameters. 

INTRODUCTION 

The structure of atomic multiplets, weakly split by 
electric or magnetic fields, undergoes a highly nontrivial 
transformation with increasing gas pressure. The par
ticular feature of this process is that the individual 
spectrum components not only broaden but also exchange 
their positions on the frequency scale [1, 2J. This phe
nomenon is a consequence of the fact that the collisions 
are nonadiabatic for atomic states which are energetic
ally close to one another. Each of these states may be
come transformed as a result of collisions into a super
position of a nwnber of other states, and the correspond
ing spectral line may become transformed into other 
lines. 

At low pressures this spectral exchange appears in 
the spectrum as a matched broadening and shift of mutu
ally coupled lines. However, when the exchange fre
quency is comparable with the splitting, one observes 
the collapse of the structure, [3J i.e., the merging of the 
lines and the reappearance of the spectrum correspond
ing to free atoms. The collapse is always accompanied 
by a partial contraction of the spectrum, which in ex
treme cases is found to continue as the pressure in
creases [l~JJ. 

Extreme manifestations of spectral exchange (con
traction due to motion, exchange contraction, and so on) 
are frequently encountered in magnetic spectroscopy, [4J 

but in optics there has been a tradition, deriving from 
fundamental work in statistical thermodynamics, [5J that 
on average collisions can only destroy the interference 
of states and never give rise to it [6J. Although in the 
general formalism of collision theory this prejudice has 
been overcome, [7-10J the spectroscopic consequences of 
the "phase memory" of the atom have not been com
pletely recognized. The hydrogen atom whose spectrum 
is known to exhibit frequency exchange, [11, 12J which 
leads to the collapse of the Stark structures of the 
Lyman lines, [3J is hardly the only system demonstrating 
the reality of the effect. Moreover, it is clear from 
general considerations that frequency exchange in both 
the linear Stark effect and in magnetic resonance [4J is 
only a special manifestation of a general spectroscopic 
phenomenon. 

To prove this conclusion we shall consider the quad
ratic Stark effect and the anomalous Zeeman effect, 
which can be observed for practically any excited atom. 
It is, however, necessary to choose a transition in which 
the combining terms are both degenerate since otherwise 
one would require additional degeneracy (as in hydrogen) 
or a random t~rm proximity (as in helium) in order to 
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ensure that exchange becomes possible. [3J The presence 
of an external field (which is implied in the case of mag
netic resonance) is a necessary condition for the appear
ance of spectral exchange in optics as well. 

In absorption spectra which are linear in the incident 
light, exchange between the Stark and Zeeman compon
ents appears as a broadening and collapse of structures 
quite similar to those described earlier [1-3J. However, 
the detection of this phenomenon against the background 
of a broad Doppler profile requires the use of a high
intensity coherent beam of radiation capable of giving 
rise to the Lamb dipo It turns out that this produces a 
modification of the known phenomenon. In the presence 
of the saturation effect there is a weak additional line at 
the center of gravity of the spectrum, until the collapse 
of the structure brings together all the components to a 
single frequency. The production of the resolved struc
ture is interesting because this gives more complete 
information on the relaxation invariants, including those 
which cannot be observed after the collapse and in the 
absence of the fields. 

1. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 

The basic possibility of spectral exchange as a result 
of collisions can be seen in the equations of the theory 
of collisions [7-10J which describe the evolution of the 
dipole moment a or the density matrix p: 

dlJ'=i[Hl dL.I- (Pi(!/,) + di ·!" 

pi!~~i(iI, ;;L,~pji/, Pi"', 

where fi = 1. Exchange takes place if the relaxation 
tensor is the matrix 

(1.1) 

(1.2) 

which is nondiagonal in the indices QI, [3 of the spectral 
components. In atomic spectroscopy this is possible if 
the terms linked by the optical transition are degenerate 
(Fig. 1). 

Collisions whose usual duration is TC ~ 10-13 sec can
not induce transitions separated by a quantum of optical 
frequency wQI = Hff - Hii »lhc' However, the same 
collisions may be nonadiabatic with respect to degenerate 
or weakly split components of each of these terms. Any 

FIG. I. The structure of transitions 
between degenerate states with total angu
lar momenta Jf = Ji =1. The solid and broken 
arrows correspond to radiation components 
with opposite circular polarizations. 
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such collision transforms a particular state of the de
generate term into a superposition of certain other 
states, and this is reflected in the fact that the S matrix 
is nondiagonal in the indices of the degenerate states, 
and P Q is nondiagonal in the corresponding spectral 
lines. 01,.. 

As a result, the structure of the absorption spectrum, 
which is linear in the frequency w of the incident radia
tion, [ 1-3 ,1OJ 

K(ro)=Re j d,,(-t)d/,(O)e-i·'d,;=Red; . 1 , (1.3) 
o !(rol)a~-(J}a,)-Pa~ 

can be elucidated only after inverting the matrix in the 
denominator of the last expression. In the energy repre
sentation w 0I{3 = W 01° 0I{3' but the fact that P 0I{3 is non
diagonal requires the solution of the secular problem, 
the rank of which increases as the number of spectral 
components which undergo collisional exchange increa
ses. It is precisely this feature of the nonadiabatic 
theory which is exhibited by the matched broadening and 
shift of lines, the final result of which is the collapse of 
the structure. 

However, the nonadiabatic character of collisions is 
only the necessary condition for spectral exchange. As 
a rule, averaging over the impact parameter and veloc
ity, shown by the angle brackets in Eq. (1.2), ensures 
that most of the nondiagonal elements of P 0I{3 which are 
responsible for the transformation of the 01 component 
of the spectrum into the {3 component become equal to 
zero. Moreover, when one of the combining terms is 
nondegenerate and isolated, i.e. is unperturbed by colli
sions (Sii' ~ 0ii')' this averaging generally diagonalizes 
the entire matrix P 0IJ3 in the representation characteris
tic for the total angular momentum J and its component 
Jz: 

Pg' =P:: 6ff ·, 

This result is a general consequence of the isotropy 
of space at the instant of colliSion, [7J which is not viola
ted even by the external field which is definitely weak in 
comparison with the interatomic interaction. It is only 
when both terms are degenerate that averaging over the 
directions of motion does not remove all the nondiagonal 
elements of P 0I{3' Having carried t,!lls out in the general 
form we can show that the tensor P assumes the follow
ing structure: 

p;;" = \"11."(2x+1) (I, x I.) ( I" x I .. ) (-1)2J,->->', (1.4) 
'-" -r q s -r q s 
.q 

where J r and Js are the total angular momenta of states 
with components rand s:i' r, s = i, f and yrs are the re-
laxation invariants [ 13 , 14 K 

1."=8n'n S pdp S u'f(u)du 1: (I, XI I.) F(J) 
I, I, 

(1.4a) 
J 

The actual magnitude of these is determined by the re
sult of the collision: 

F(/)= 1: (21+1) (I; I. I) (I, I; I) (1)".I)".-S".S ... ),(1.4b) 
!'T',u'P r s p r s p 

i.e. by the S matrix in the "collision system" where the 
x axis is collinear with the relative velocity u, and the 
y axis is collinear with the impact parameter p (n is the 
density of the collision partners and f(u) is the Maxwell
ian distribution). 

Some of the yrS have been computed[7,13-16J for par
ticular values of 1fhe total angular momenta J i and Jf 
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and a number of interaction potentials, but in this paper 
we shall look upon them as phenomenological param
eters. It is readily seen that the nondegeneracy of the 
i-th level, which is frequently encountered in absorption 
from the gr9,upd state (Ji = i = 0), leads to the diagonal
ization of ptl . However, this is not the case in general: 
Eq. (1.4) enables us to conclude only that i - f = i' - f'. 

We may therefore conclude that transitions between 
the sublevels of degenerate terms undergo exchange as 
a result of collisions. Nevertheless, no qualitative anom
alies associated with this are to be expected in the spec
tra of free atoms. According to a theorem formulated 
by Anderson[17J in the first paper on the nonadiabatic 
theory of collisions, one Lorentz line corresponds to 
each pair of terms in the free-atom spectrum, indepen
dently of their degree of degeneracy. In the light of Eq. 
(1.4) this means that all the possible optical transitions 
at this frequency.have the same collision width, specified 
by the quantity y~ (for electric dipole transitions K = 1). 

The situation changes radically only when an external 
field is introduced. When this field is represented by the 
atomic Hamiltonian it = ito + V the external field is given 
by 

(1.5) 

where[ff and de are the electric and magnetic fields, and a and" are the corresponding dipole moments. In the K 

repre,(>entation which is characteristic for P, the opera
tors V and Hare nondiagonal and, therefore, the matrix 
W 0I{3 is also nondiagonal in the indices of the spectral 
components. If, on the other hand, we consider the 
representation characteristic for V and diagonalize wOI{3' 
then P 0I{3 becomes non diagonal. In any case, the inver
sion of the denominator in Eq. (1.3) reduces to the solu
tion of the same secular problem which accounts for the 
existence of spectral exchange. 

If the relaxation tensor is diagonal in the indices of 
the Zeeman sublevels, then only transitions to states 
with different J can be exchange coupled. Since, as a 
rule, such transitions are very different in frequency, 
we have a secular simplification of the problem [4 ,18J , 
i.e., we can neglect exchange effects. This is the situa
tion for absorption from a nondegenerate state in prac
tically all cases with the exception of the hydrogen atom 
in which owing to the additional L degeneracy these fre
quencies are randomly close [3,11, 12J. If, on the other 
hand, both the combining terms are degenerate, and we 
neglect exchange between different multiplets, all that 
remains is the exchange between different M components 
of the same transition, which is present even in Eq. 
(1.4). The presence of a field which splits these compon
ents is necessary only to exhibit the effect. 

It is important to remember that collapse occurs when 
the splitting of the spectrum is comparable with the width 
of its components. Since the latter has a collisional 
origin, the structure as a whole may be hidden under 
the broader Doppler profile. It can be isolated against 
this background only in laser spectroscopy in the form 
of the corresponding Lamb dips. It is precisely in this 
way that the normal Zeeman effect was recorded for the 
2S2 - 2pl transition in neon [10 l. Although spectral ex-. 
change was absent from this system, because the initial 
term was nondegenerate, there is no doubt that the anom
alous Zeeman effect and the quadratic Stark effect, the 
structure of which should collapse with increasing pres
sure, can be observed in precisely the same way. 
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Nonlinear detection of these effects complicates their 
description. Equation (1.3) is then inconvenient, since in 
this form the correlation theory is in fact the theory of 
linear response. Instead, it is necessary to introduce the 
resonance interaction operator for circularly polarized 
light (q = ± 1) explicitly into the atomic Hamiltonian 
H = Ho + V + F(t): 

F=-Re[dqEq(z)e'·'l, d"q= (-1) J,_' (I,. ·1 I,) d 
-! q f ' (1.6) 

and calculate the work done by this field 

fP=2Noo 1m J p,,(v,z, t)FJ«z, t)dv (1. 7) 

in terms of the density matrix p, the equation for which 
must also be suitably generaliz'ed, taking into account 
the motion of the particles with velocity v along the z 
axis (direction of observation): 

~ 8fi . -- ,,-r + Vaz = - i[H - iI', r]- Pp + Qrp(v). (1.8) 

In these expressions p determines the state of the atoms 
moving with velocity v, and the one-dimensional 
Maxwellian distribution cp (v) specifies their fraction 
among the total number N of the "active" particles. The 
change in velocity on collision is neglected. To ensure 
stationary adsorption of light, we have introduced into 
Eq. (1.8) the pump matrix Q and the spontaneous decay 
matrix r 0!{3 which must be taken into account for excited 
atoms. 

To ensure continuity with the result of correlation 
theory, [1-8) we shall consider in the new formulation of 
the problem a purely linear effect in the field of the 
progressive wave, and neglect the Doppler shift. We 
shall then take into account the nonlinear modification 
which leads to the formation of the Lamb dip with re
solved structure. These effects will be demonstrated for 
transitions between levels with total angular momenta 
Ji = Jf = 1. 

2. LINEAR EFFECT 

Let us therefore suppose that the field splitting of the 
components and their collisional width are greater than 
the Doppler width. In this situation, even the usual ab
sorption spectra exhibit spectral exchange which is not 
complicated either by saturation or by the Doppler effect. 
Neglecting the latter [cp(v) = o(v)] , and assuming that 
Eq(Z) = % Eoexp(-ikz), it is convenient to consider only 
one pair of lines, for example, that with right-handed 
polarization (q = + 1), since the other is broadened and 
split in preCisely the same way and quite independently. 
This follows from the fact that the relaxation matrix 
splits into unconnected blocks for these pairs, each of 
which is of the form 

_ 1 11"('+'(' "(,-"(, II -" -p.,- -2 +' "(.-"(., x-1,2. 
"(,-"(, "(I "(, 

(2.1) 

The diagonal elements of this matrix specify the indi
vidual widths of the components, and the nondiagonal 
elements specify the frequency with which they ex
changel). 

The final form of the spectrum can be determined 
only with allowance for both factors and for the form of 
the matrix 
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~ ! , 
FIG. 2. The effect of u T 'z ,- / 

circularly polarized radia- I 

tion on split sublevels of the rtl e/ - / '" '/ a/ transition Jf = Ji = I: a - / I 
.....t .L -L 0 -;-quadratic Stark effect, b - - ! .., 

anomalous Zeeman effect. 0 
, 

b 

which specifies the splitting of the components in the 
electric or magnetic field[19J (Fig. 2): 

a) Stark effect: 00.=oo,+1il+1/2b,.!j", 00,=OO.+W- 1/2bJ.!j", 
(2.3) 

b) Zeeman effec~ :'oo.=oo.+J.l.g,J'6, oo,=oo'+J.l.g,J'6. 

In these expressions Wo is the transition frequency in the 
absence of the fields, W = %(ai - ar)8" is the shift in the 
external electric field 6, bi and bf are constants charac
terizing the individual shift of sublevels in this field, and 
gi and gf are the Lande g factors which play the same 
role in the magnetic field d6 (Ilo is the Bohr magneton). 
For the sake of Simplicity, the constant fields are as
sumed to be parallel to the z axis. 

The above data are sufficient to enable us, to use Eq. 
(1.3) to obtain an idea of the Stark and Zeeman spectrum 
structure. However, Eqs. (1.7) and (1.8) also require the 
definition of the quantities 

(2.4) 

The form of Q corresponds to the assumption of iso
tropic pumping and collisional relaxation of populations 
which must be taken into account in calculations of the 
nonlinear effect. It is described by the matrices 

II ~~+~~ -~~ -~~+%~\l Pi/'= -'/'Y2i 'l'Y'i -'/'Y2i ; 

-'/'Y'i+ '/.Yv -'/sY,i -'j,Y,j+ '.J."(.j 
(2.5) 

Direct calculations show that 

fP-IGI'( Q,-~) Re[ 1+i("(,-"(,)/il + 1-i("('-11)/~ ], (2.6) 
1', 1', r-i(Q-Ll/2) r-i(Q+Ll/2 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

This result is formally similar to that obtained 
earlier[1-3]. The coupling between the two lines is due 
to the "phase memory" which is preserved because of 
the difference between Yl and n. The spectrum struc
ture depends on its actual size in comparison with the 
splitting w (}' - W j3" 

The quantities Yl and Yz are of the same order of 
magnitude as the collision frequency among the particles 
producing the broadening. When the density n of these 
particles is low, the splitting of the doublet is large in 
comparison with the broadening and vice versa. Assum
ing that the Y K are real, [14J we have 

il=00.-oo,-26, 6"" ("(,-"(.) '/4(00.-00,), 

il=i(,,(,-"(.+2,,(), "("" (00.-00~)'/4("(,-"(,) 

at low and high densities respectively. 

(2.9a) 

(2.9b) 

Using this expansion in Eq. (2.6), we have for low 
partial pressure 

fP-IGI'[ . r (1+ "('-"(I Q.+6) 
r'+(Q.+c5)' r 00.-00, 
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(2. lOa) 

where ilQl = W - wQI' il{3 = W - w{3' and at high partial 
pressure 

.9'-IGI'[ r'+1 (2+ 1) r'-l 1], (2. lOb) 
(r'+l)'+Q' 1'-1, (r'-1)'+Q' 1'-1' 

r" :='Iz(r;+rf) +1"" 

According to Eq. (2.10a), both components of the re
solved structure distort asymmetrically in proportion to 
('Y2 - n)/(w QI - w(3) and shift toward one another by the 
amount 

6= (1'-1,)'/2(b;+bf)8' Stark effect, 

6=(1'-1,)'/4f.1.(g,-gf);;re Zeeman effect, 
(2.11) 

in inverse proportion to the field splitting. This shift is 
readily distinguished from the usual shift by the further 
result that it is quadratic in the partial pressure. As the 
pressure increases the components progressively ap
proach one another until the collapse of the structure 
occurs for IWQI- w~1 = IYI- Y21. Although the spectrum 
formally consists of two lines (adsorption and emission) 
with different width and intensity even after this happens, 
it exhibits only one adsorption maximum which lies at 
its center of gravity, and the emission-line component 
vanishes with increasing pressure. 

In the final anslysis, an increase in the collision fre
quency transforms the spectrum so that it takes the 
form of a single Lorentz line of twice the intensity, 
which is broadened in precisely the same way as in the 
absence of the field: 

aJ _2IGI,_r_, _ r.+r f 
iT r, =-2-+1'. r.'+Q' • 

Q = oo-oo.-..! {[a,-af+'/,(b;-bf) ]8' 
2 f.I.(g;+gf);;re, 

(2.12) 

The width of this line can be expressed in a universal 
fashion in terms of YI, there is no field splitting, and 
there is only a shift which depends on the field and shows 
that the field is not zero. Therefore, the rapid frequency 
exchange removes differences between the components 
of equal polarization, and combines them at the center 
of gravity of the multiplet. 

It is clear from a comparison between Eqs. (2.12) 
and (2.6) that observations of the Stark and Zeeman 
effects give more complete information about collisions 
which produce line broadening than the atomic spectrum 
in the absence of the fields. The latter is characterized 
by the single parameter Y I whereas the shifts of the 
components of the field-resolved structure provides 
information on both YI and Y2' The only exception is the 
normal Zeeman effect (gi = gf) in which the exchanged 
components are not split. 

When YI < Y2 the resolved structure lines are some
what narrower than the spectrum in the absence of the 
field. In the opposite case, on the other hand, the single 
line given by Eq. (2.12) is narrower. This means that, 
when YI < Y2, the spectrum contracts as a result of 
collapse (from r, the width of the resolved components 
in a large field, to r + Y I when the field is reduced). 
When Y I = 0, the reduction in the collisional width may 
continue without limit with increasing pressure, since in 
this case Y = (WQI - Wf//4y 2 - O. This extreme mani
festation of collapse ("collisional contraction") is possi
ble if the broadening and the phase memory [diagonal 
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and nondiagonal elements of the matrix given by Eq. 
(2.1)J are equal in absolute magnitude. It is clear that 
this occurs when Y I = 0; however, it is obvious that this 
condition cannot be satisfied in the system under con
sideration and, therefore, the contraction has an un
restricted character (up to YI)' 

3. NONLINEAR EFFECT 

Let us now consider the absorption of the standing 
wave Eq(Z) '" 2Eosinkz in the presence of a substantial 
Doppler broadening (1& » r, where v is the mean 
thermal velocity). The work done by the field when the 
saturation of resonance transitions is included, but terms 
of the order of r /kV are neglected at low pressures 
(I YI - Y21 < Iw QI - w{3i), is of the form 

[ { Q'} Q' .9'-IGI' exp --+- +exp{-~---} 
(kill' (kil) , 

-~(I.+l_r_+l _r_+l _r_)] 
6 r'+~~' + r'+Q+' - r'+Q_' • 

where OJ; = il ± ~/2. 

Terms which are linear in absorption reproduce the 
Doppler shape of the doublet components, whilst in non
linear absorption against the constant background pro
duced by the first component 

1 =.!:!!.!. [1 + 2(1'-1')'] _ R, (oo.-oo~)' (3.1a) 
o r 4r'+6.' r 4r'+6.' • 

we can distinguish three Lorentz lines of equal width, 
but different intensity and asymmetry: 

I=R '(~)' +2R Q ('Y'-'Y')(OO.-OO~) 
'6. ' r 6.' • 

I ± = (R' ± OO.~OO~ R, )( 1=F 4.~ 'Y'~"f') _ R. ( OO,,~OO' )'. 

::(3.1b) 

(3.1c) 

These appear as Lamb dips on the resultant line profile, 
and their magnitude is entirely dependent on the coeffi
cients 

R,= \"1..!...[ 1- 1,; _ "'(Il ] R,= \"1 2 ",('j '7 r; 12 (r;+l';) 4 (rj+11J) , '7 3 r j(rj+l,j), 
(3.2) 

R _ 1 ['Y'I 1,1 'Y2I + "'(" ] 
'-4 r j (r j+1'f) rl(rj+YIf) r,(r'+'Y2I) r;(r.+y,,) , 

which are universally expressed in terms of the proba
bilities of spontaneous and stimulated transitions which 
compete with one another. 

The extreme components of the triplet in Eq. (3.1) 
can be readily identified according to width and position 
with a doublet of the Stark or Zeeman structure, and 
are investigated in detail in the next Section. Depending 
on the shift of these components as a function of the par
ticle density and the intensity of the corresponding 
fields, it can readily be identified with Eq. (2.11) and 
can be used as a source of information about Y I - Y2' 
There is also considerable interest in the central com
ponent of the triplet, which appears exclusively as a re
sult of transitions between sublevels of the combining 
terms and gives information about their probabilities. 

The appearance of the central component in the struc
ture of the Lamb dip can readily be interpreted with the 
aid of Fig. 3. At any frequency of the standing wave 
there are, in general, four Bennet "holes" in the popula
tions: two on the QI transition and two on the {3 transition. 
Their pOSition on the velocity scale is given by the inter
section of the horizontal W = const and the straight lines 
w:t = W a ± kv. As the frequency is varied, the dips QI,{3 QI,t-' . 
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FIG. 3. Interaction of 
Bennet "holes" in population 
inversions on 0< imd ~ 
transitions. 
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show a degeneracy three times: twice for v == 0 
(w == W ct, (3) and once for v == ± (w ct - W (3)/2k, 
W == (w ct + w(3)/2. In the first case, the appearance of the 
Lamb dips is unavoidable, and in the second, it is possi
ble only for rapid relaxation between the sublevels, since 
opposing waves under these conditions cut the holes in 
the populations associated with different optical transi
tions. In point of fact, in the absence of collisional tran
sitions (Y2j « r j ) the central dip vanishes as %Y2' /r., 
~nd for Y2j »rj it becomes symmetric and its in?enJity 
IS 

1=2. (_1 + _1 ) ( o>.-o>~ )' 
3 r, r, /). , (3.3) 

which is comparable with the side components so long as 
Iw ct -wj31 >I.:ll >IY1-Y21. 

Collapse sets in when the last inequality is reversed, 
and thereafter the individual components of the Lamb dip 
are indistinguishable because they are all shifted into 
the center of gravity of the spectrum, assuming different 
widths: 

:J' IGI'[ [-Q'] IGI' ( + ~r + ~+r+ + ~_L )] 
- exp (kif)' -24 ~o r'+Q' r+'+Q' r_'+Q' ' 

(3.4} 
where r;!; = r ± i.:l/2 and 

~o= 2R, (_1 +_1 _ i '"(,-'"(, ) _ (O>.-O>~ )'( _1 +_1 _~) 
r+ r_ /). /). r+ r_ r' 

~=2( O>.-Ol~ )'(R'+2R3~ ,"(,-y.), 
/). r 0>.-0>, 

(3.4a) 

~± = 2 (H:i Y'~'"(2 )( R,=FR, ~ 0l.:0l~ ) _ R, ( o>.:o>~ )'. 
In the special case of equal g factors the formulas in 

Eq. (3.4) become identical with those obtained by Wang 
et al. [14J for the normal Zeeman effect: 

:J'-'G"[expL~~;,]-R' 16~1,' (1+ r,'~~,')]' 
!2, =0>-0>0- ftogdtff. (3.5) 

The analogous result is valid in the case of the collapse 
of the structure when the g factors are not equal. 

CONCLUSION 

It is clear from the foregoing that analysis of the 
Stark and Zeeman effects can be used not only to demon
strate the existence of spectral exchange in the optical 
range, but also to use it to determine important param
eters of collisional relaxation which cannot be seen in 
the absence of the field and in the normal Zeeman effect. 
There is also the opposite possibility: if the necessary 
collision invariants have been determined with, say, the 
anomalous Zeeman effect, then by investigating the quad
ratic Stark effect for the same atom one can find from 
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the observed shifts the Stark structure constants aj and 
b· which are difficult to calculate theoretically. Equally, 
iJ is possible to determine the scale of the transition 
probabilities between the components of weakly split 
terms, using the intensity of the additional line in the 
Lamb dip, provided the radiative widths of these terms 
are known. 

The authors are indebted to S. G. Rautian and A. M. 
Shalagin for valuable discussions. 

APPENDIX 

Let us suppose that the constants Yx are complex: 

'"(.=y.'+i.y", 1m y.=,"(."#'o. (A.l) 

Equation (2.6) then retains its form, and the parameter 
.:l is expressed in terms of Y~ and Y~ as follows: 

/). = ( r;a ) 'I, + i ( r;a )''' , 
r=1 [a'+4(yt'-'"(,')'(y," -y,")'PI, 

a= (0).-0>,)'+('"(,'' -'"(, ")'- (,"(.'-,"(,')'. 
(A.2) 

It is clear that lal < r when Y~ f. y;. This is why in 
the present case the line is represented by two separated' 
Lorentz shapes with different widths. When a = 0 the 
frequency splitting is equal to the width difference: 

(A.3) 

and is independent of the field strength. Since in the ab
sence of the field the shifts are usually small in com
parison with the collision corrections to the width, it 
may be supposed that IY? - y~' I < IY~ - Y~I. When this 
inequality is satisfied, the Lorentz profiles approach 
one another without limit as the pressure increases, and 
the amplitude of one of them falls to zero. 

l)The exchange frequency is zero only in the limiting case of strong 
collisions ~ 1 = ~2 [7, 20 1 
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